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THE STATIC MOMENTS OF THE COMPONENT MASSES OF THE HUMAN BODY

Borelli was the first to attempt to determine the center of

gravity of the human body by experiment. For this purpose, he used

a plank on which a cadaver was balanced over the rounded edge of a

triangular wooden pin placed under it.

The inaccurate indication which Borelli gave for the position

of the center of gravity (he designated it with the words "inter

nates et pubin") prompted the Weber brothers to repeat the experi-

ment in the course of their researches on "the mechanics of the

human locomotive apparatus" and to make an exact determination of

the position of the over-all center of gravity.

While their technique was essentially the same, they attempted

to limit the possible and, indeed, inevitable errors to the minimum

by means of a slight modification of the process.

They achieved this as follows:* they took a 7'-long, l'-wide

plank and laid it horizontally over the rounded edge of a second

vertically positioned [plank] in such a way that the first plank was

in exact equilibrium. They marked this position with two lines on

the sides of the horizontal board at the point where the latter

touched the vertical board and made certain at frequent intervals

during the experiment that it had not shifted. Next, one half of the

horizontal board was supported. The disrobed subject stretched him-

self out lengthwise on the board so that the center of gravity of
*Toc. cit., page 114.
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the corporature was just on the side of the supported half of the

plank. The head was on the same end of the plank. Then he inched

as cautiously as possible, with slight movements of his spinal column,

and maintaining the same relative positions of all his members,

toward the unsupported end of the board, continuing until the weight

on that end preponderated. Since the board had itself already been

balanced, but, with the body on it, tilted at just this point toward

the unsupported end, the center of gravity was then necessarily on

the other side of the board's pivot axis. Now the experiment was

repeated; this time, however, the head was placed on the side pre-

viously occupied by the feet; the center of gravity again occurred

on the supported half of the plank. As before, the human subject

edged his body far enough along the board so that the center of

gravity crossed to the other side and the plank again teetered in

this direction. In each of the two experiments, a plumbline was dropped

from the top of the head to the board and a note made of the point

atwhich it fell. One-half of the distance between these two points

gave the distance of the center of gravity from the top of the head.

The accuracy of the procedure will become evident when we recall

that equilibrium, which is so difficult to attain, need not be es-

tablished perfectly, and that measurement errors of opposite signs

cancel each other.

The brothers Weber found, as an average of several experiments

on the same individual, the value of

721.5 millimeters

for the distance of the center of gravity from the top of the head.

The total height of the outstretched body was 1669.2 mi; the

distance of the center of gravity from the heels was accordingly

947.7 millimeters,

-2-
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If we set the total height equal to 1000,

the distance of the over-all center of gravity

from the top of the head is 432.24

from the heel is 567.76.

By comparative measurements made on the skeleton of a cadaver of

the same height, they arrived at a more anatomical determination of

the location of the over-all center of gravity: they found it to be

vertically above the promontorium, at a distance of 8.7 millimeters

therefrom.

It is doubtless unnecessary to note that this location must be

subject to variation in one and the same individual, even with the

limbs remaining in exactly the same positions, when we take into con-

sideration the varying degrees to which our intestine is filled and,

moreover, when we give attention to the changes that take place in

the curvatures of the spinal column on transition from the erect

to the horizontal posture.*

However, the prime interest is aroused by the question as to

how large the variations of this location may be between different

individuals. I take note first of an experiment of my own design,

since it was set up in exactly the same way as prescribed by the

brothers Weber on a very well-developed 24-year-old man.

The total height was 1655 millimeters.

The distance of the center of gravity from the soles of the feet

averaged 970 mm.

For the total height set equal to 1000, this corresponds to

586.102 from the soles

413.898 from the top of the head.

-Fr. Horner: Ueber die Kruemmung-der Wirbelsaeule im aufrechten
-Stehen (Concerning the curvature of the vertebral column in the
standing position), Inaugural Dissertation, Zuerich, 1854, page 22.

-3-
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The difference Vet'een my determinations and those of the Webers

is accordingly 1.83 percent of the total height.

Valentin* found his distance from the top of the head to be

429.19.

This type of measurement permits only determination of the hori-

zontal plane in which the center of gravity of the whole body lies,

and not determination of the point in this plane that it occupies.

It is, however, precisely for balancing between planes parallel to

that passed from right to left through the body that determination

of its distance from the ventral or dorsal limiting line of the

profile becomes important.

H. Meyer proposed an accurate way tu do this in his estimable

"Beitraege zur Mekhanik des menschlichen Knochengeruestes" ("Con-

tributions to the MechaLlics of the Hiunan Skeletal Apparatus").** He

uses a scale with movable arms and a graduated circle for direct meas-

urement of the angle formed on the latter by the whole leg axis and

torso, which was, for itself, held stiff, with the foot as the in-

dividual raises himself up onto his toes, and notes firstly the

moment at which the heel leaves the floor for the known leg length

and known angle of inclination of the leg axis in the standing posi-

tion and, secondly, the moment at which the entire body shifts for-

ward about the midpoint of the head of the first metatarsal. The

angle at which the metatarsal head of the big toe leaves the floor

when the body in itself is held rigid and moved backward on the

ankles is determined in the same way.

From this we may derive the horizontal displacement of the center

of gravity for the determinable distance of the promontorium from the

-Le-erbuch der Physiologie des Menschen (Textbook of Human Physiology),
Vol. IIa, page 331.

**Published in J. Muellers Archiv (J. Mueller's Archives), 1853.
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trochanter a'qd calcr1ate its distance from one or another point of

the leC or some other part of the body. In the individual studied

by Meyer, the center of gravity in the standing position lay at a

horizontal distance of 3.28 cm in fr'ont of the external malleolus,

10.72 cm behind the head of the first metatarsal, and 5.22 cm behind

the front margin of the trochanter. According to his data, the

center of gravity was 9.5 cm above the pivot axis of the hip Joint,

which strikes the peaks of the two greater trochanters° If we pass

a line from the center of gravity to the midpoint of this axis, it

will be inclined at an angle of 52'231 to the horizontal in the

standing position.

Anatomically, Meyer indicated the canalis sacralis above the

second sacral vertebra as the locus of the center of gravity.

In his case, the center of gravity of the 18 97-mm.-tall body

occurs 768 nmn from the top of thc head. For the total height taken

as 1000, however, this gives distances of

-',096 f-rom the top of the head

595Ji4, froom the soles of the feet.

In. this case, the deviation from the Weber results comes to

2.73 percent of the total height.

The average value for the distance from the top of the head, as ob-

tained f~roa four observations conducted on different individuals,

comes to 4.0°0y on a total height of 1000.

The oý: er.--all center of gra.vit, of the body is placed at this

specific point by the distances of the centers of gravity of all of

its individual members, if we now wish to form a conception of its

migrations for different attitudes of the corporature, it will be

necessary to attempt to isolate tbe centers of gravity for the

largest possible number of movable masses. The loci of the centers



of grvi . of certain oeits o" th'e body e,.g., the head, the lower

extremity, the torso, have been computed separately for various

purposes. This was done very recently by Horner.* I shall pass over

these data at the moment, because they were obtained in isolation

and because some average values and some individual values were

employed in the calculations, without going into the matter of their

value for the investigations concerned,

Herr Professor Dr. Bischoff had the kindness to provide me with

the corpse of one recently executed craf for use in my investiga-

tions.

I must first preface the discussion that follows with certain

remarks concerning the method used. it was my objective to find the

horizontal planes in which the centers of gravity of the individual

component masses were located. EquLlibriation must be regarded as

the best means to this end. The apparatus used was as follows: a

graduated rod was secured in an absolutely horizontal position. A

pulley whose groove was equal to the thickness oi the rod ran along

its flat edge. A broad brass yoke was riveted to the shaft about

which the pulley turned; its height was equal to the width of the

rod. The yoke had a cutout at one side, through which the gradua-

tions of the rod were visible, and a ton.ue-shaeed indicator in the

middle, the point of which stood vercticaliy below the pivot axis of

the roller.

An iron stiv-,up carrying a horizorntiL iron rod at the bottom

was secured to the lower end of this yoke.. The ring was made large

enough to permit it to encompass the thigh without discomfort. A

board was balanced on the lowei<r- horizontal. rod and the individual

parts, placed on it. As in the Weber exueriment, the procedure of

VLoc. cit.
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twice-repeeted loading aý-.d Ktine; was fo-Ilowed to limit the errors.

Thv roller made it possible to obtain extremely fine displace-

ments of the substructure under the rrep,-t'ýation with the indicator

pointing directly to the numeral in quewh on while sliding squares

laid against the appropriate bouncdaries of the member inmediately

gave the distances of these boundaries from one another as soon as

the lower plank was readjusted parallel to the upper rod, The average

of the readings gave the distance of the center of gravity from the

two ends of the member under investigation°

The manner in which the individual members must be separated

from one another is of greatest importance.

If it Is a matter of determining the magnitude of the static

moment in each individual position, the boundary of the mass must

coincide with that of the lever arm. Thus the planes of separation

of the members must be tangent to theic planes of articulation. Ac-

cordingly, the upper arm was severed by passing the cut through the

walls of the armpit almost flush with the torso and parallel to its

se:,,,ittal plane, exarticulating, and then cutting out through the

[deltoid*"] under the acromion at right angles to the first plane.

A circular incision in the plane of the pivot axis of the upper-

and fo:rearm severed the elbow joint. Lilk:.eriEee. a similar cut at the

level of the processus styloideus ulnae se-pnaerated the hand from the

For the thigh. the cut was passed thrciogh from the symphysis

ossium pubis, close to the pelvic bones, then the head of the femur

was, exarticulated and the muscles cut through horizontally directly

above the head in the lateral direction. The other parts of the lower

extremity were separated from one another in much the same way as

[FTranslator's note: Literally, "shoulder cover°"]
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the correpondding parts of the upper extremity.

To prevent the uneven contraction of the soft parts at the two

ends from exerting an excessive detrimental influence on the center-

of-gravity determination, they were sutured together over [the bone

ends] in about the same way as the skin flaps of an amputation stump.

Immediately thereafter, each preparation was weighed on a pre-

cision decimal balance.

The length measurements were as follows:

Total height 172.685 centimeters.

The component measurements gave:

Height of foot 6 Centimeters

Length of shank 42.9

Length of thigh 44.9

Distance of trochanteric line from the
crista ossis ilei 14

Distance of plane of ileum from plane
of acromion 39

Height of head from chin to top of head 21.2

Height of neck at front 4.7

172.7 Centimeters

The length of the foot was 25.369 cm,

Total length of the arm was 86.6 cm

Length of upper arm 36-4 cm.

Length of forearm 29 889 cm

Length of hand 2c 314 cm

8(•603 cm

If we set the total height of the body equal to 1000, we ob-

tain the following supplementary measurements•

Length of head and neck together 149o97

Length of torso 306.9
Length of entire leg 543.1300

-1-YC) -YTO-[ s i c
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For subsequent determinations, the trunk was separated into two

parts, of which the larger, upper part had a length of 225.82 from

the crest of the ilium to shoulder level, and the lower part meas-

ured 81.1 to the mons.

The total length of the arm is 501.75

Length of upper arm 211,06

Length of forearm 173.07

Length of hand 117ý62

Length of foot 147

Length o2 shank 248.405

Length of thigh 259.99

If we select the length of one of the members - i.e., the

length of the hand - as a unit of measurement for comparison with

all others, we obtain the following values:

Hand =1

Head and neck 1.2749

Torso 2.6090

Entire leg 4.6175

Upper torso 1.9

Lower torso 0.69

Entire arm 4.263

Upper arm 1.7918

Forearm 1.471

Length of foot 1.243

Shank 2.111

Thigh 2.2102

Entire body 8.50

The weights of the individual parts were as follows:

-9-



Total weight 63.97 kg (before execution)

Weight of head .o555 kg

Weight of torso 2, 608 "

Weight of both arms 7.5"

Weight of both legs 22.27

Average weight of single hand 5ý'42 grams

of single forearm 1160

of single upper arm 2070

of single thigh 7165

of single shank 2800

of single foot 117"0

Since the trunk is itself articulated, it was desirable at least

to dissect it into several pieces wnose patterns of movement could

be reduced to reciprocal angular bending motions, Considered as a

less highly articulated staff, the vertebral coltumn can be most con-

veiniently divided in accordance with its actual mobility into three

pieces that form angles with one another in the various positions.

Thoe lowermost part was composed of the sacrum, and first lumber

vortebra, the middle part of the remaining lumfbav vertebrae and

thocacic vertebrae, and the upper part of the cervical vertebrae and

ith W',ebado

i do not deny that this division is somewhat arbitrary and that

Lt would be more natural to include at least one more member (spefici-

cally, that formed by the lumbar vertebrae), but simply on account

of the impossibility of determining exactly the shapes of the masses

included by the horizontal planes of these boundaries, the calcula-

tions would be made less accurate, and nothing essential would have

been• gained on the accuracy inherently available in this work.

It will be appreciated that calculations must supplant direct

- 10-



welghin[ in determining the weights of the individual sections of

tue torso, since it is impossible to follow anatomical planes of

separation in this case.

The upper part of the torso down to a point under the crests

of the ilia may be regarded as a truncated cone. Averaged depth

and breadth measurements gave a calculated. value of 24.9 cm for

the diattieter of this cone at the top and 26.3 cm at the bottom. The

ceight of the cone amounted to 41 centimeters,

Now the following formula applies for the voluviie of the trun-

c,,tecd con+Le:

V = rr + rr 2 +2)

where rI is the larger radius and r 2 is th.e smaller radius, and h

is the height.

Thus we obtain the following calculations for our case:

R , 12,44 , I L I. -, - .-

E+, IA+•,R . .+ 0 ';-: ;L +

SA . 2 ' . i '

Izh+. 2. 103 -1-o, 15 9Ž
+~R I;~I I.- z .5 3 2tI~ Thuw

;T • .• 7 ý.-y

Thie value of V is in cubic centimeters and therefore corresponds

to the weight [sic] of an equal number of grams [sic] of water.

According to the determinations of Harkness and Baumgartner,

the specific gravity of the entire human specimen may be assumed

equal to 1.066. The above value must therefoire be multiplied by this

figu e.

2. I, t; i . 27
I• \+ = 1i.3 .. ..

The lower part of the torso, i.e., the pelvis, must be regarded

as a space with approximately elliptical surfaces and a volume given

- 11 -



by the formila

Here, a and b are the semiaxes of the larger elliptical surface and

a1 and b, those of the smaller elliptical surface; specifically,

a and aI are the semimajor and b and b are the semiminor axes; h

denotes the height.

Measurements on the cadaver under study gave the following values:
a ---- 1? I Y• N .'.tgli!

b - f-I I z -; .1)I 0,) - 2'..261 4 16 VuT rnm.t.,7

a, 10 I.-- u ,4 ,x )

bh , • - ,1t'3!fX) Ikatb 1,!•93"iO•Sit
•u~ 27fj<o )< '2 •-

h - 13,5•1--- 1.1:3033I. Ikra,b 7 2,(' tl:;I27 I: o. I ,O

Izab, =7,2A17 s ý,i 7-- . Iuw 15 t,30
's,; -:•,3..30

h, f; ::0..7:'t1.-l3

lC ,h +O,-,P :3 .

1g+!3,3 -1",; (+'))

3,,+ .!)5),3 11 nuin. 57 Gs-,9 V

Multiplying the values of V by 1.066 gives the weight as

6.1283 kg for the lower part of the trunk.

Tne. weight of the upper part was

22.387 kg, and hence the weight of the entire.

tocro was 28.5153 kg. The balance had given its weight

SU29.608 kg.

Tihis yields a difference of 1.0927 kilograms. in accordance

w.vth the two masses, the difference may be d-istributed by adding

+(,6768 to the calculated weight of the upper piece and 0.4000 to that

of' the lower piece, so that the weight of the upper part of the torso

mwy be assumed to be 23.055 kg and that of the lower part 6.553 kilo-

grams, as values that correspond most closely to actuality.

Thus one factor for computing the static moment of each indi-

vidual member has been obtained.

The second factor is the length of the lever on which these

- 12-



masses work, i.e., the distance from the center of gravity to the

boundaries of the members.

Direct measurements by the method reported above gave the follow-

ing average values for the locus of the center of gravity:

1) for the upper arm (length 36.4 cm) 17.621 from the upper end
18.779 from the lower end

2) for the forearm (length 29.889 cm) 13.122 from the upper end
16.767 from the lower end

3) for the hand (length 20.314 cm) 9.623 from the upper end
10.691 from the lower end

4) for the thigh (length 44.9 cm) 20,995 from the upper end
23.905 from the lower end

5) for the shank (length 42.9 cm) 15A455 from the upper end
27.445 from the lower end

6) for the foot (length 25.369 cm) 11.664 from the heel
13J705 from the toe

7) for the head (height 21.2 cm) 7.7 from the top
i3.,5 from the chin

It was necessary to locate the center of gravity for the above-

described two parts of the torso by calculation.

In the truncated cone, the following formula applies for the

vertical distance of the center of gravity from the base:

Now., as above, we have

K, 13,15 I1., -- 2IAI 121-, I :t 2.237 -S G 172,92

1 - 2:4 1 Iz1, 7 .," J5, 1_ , I It 1 2;2t 3," -1 W 1 t63l,7

b 41 ktT I• u 1.012>3' 00. ,• 21 el ._ .3274
92 - 2, 1 '0 3 1' -, ý 15 5.00

two, it . 00 2 465.0o

And, accordingly,

I 7',2'1" + 3273,i;4 1)1.5. 36 . . 1, : .-; I 2,0" 3+-.

17 ,.'2-9 + I t'- 1I -- 2 .1 -55 i -ifi 1,:,,,6

0.-36 I 12 -
I z • 1 ,00j 'C'00?) .•

4: - 1 l•3 7 Uin. 123,465

The center of gravity of the upper part of the trunk accord-,

ingly lies at
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23.465 cm from the lower boundary, and

17.53 cm from the upper.

It is permissible to use the same formula for calculation of

the center of gravity of the lower part of the torso:

Here the average upper radius = R1;

Ih, 14, I;1B, - Rllr, 2') 13'.1.302 1

I.-9t I I. Jl'. s -)I I '. •2 . '- lm,.I I

1. 1,3130 ,3 I:, '2 " -L1n'. 10
I:. I I),Qd021'' I"1. ; "- l •' ",' - in. 4. 2 4~t:2

N, -= Z. v' -",

194 T6 1h• C0 267.'tx3 -72. ",, 5( I;: - 2,;"'. 6
196.0J + V:12,30 +I f59. tl~ -13 17 , 1,,:/ 14 -2'.,t zi - I 0 11

I•• 0.1 -," 3T s'

2 7 z - )+i3 nun ,'v!,l' C.

as the distance from the upper boundary and 7.6101 cm as the dis-

tance from the lower boundary.

If we now set the length of each part whose center of gravity

has been located equal to unity, we obtain the following picture:

Distance of center of gravity

Designation of part from the
of body upper lowerboundary of the

part

Head 0.36667 0.63333
Upper part of trunk 0.42756 0.57244
Lower part of trunk 0.43629 0.56371
Upper arm 0.48521 0.51479
Forearm 0.43887 0.56113
Hand 0.47371 0.52629
Thigh 0.46760 0.53240
Shank 0.36025 0.63975
Foot (from the heel)0.45977 (from the toe) 0.54023
Average for all parts 0.435 0.565
Largest difference 0.125

After both factors of the static moments had been determined

•n this way for all of the pieces listed, it was a matter of check-

nig to see how well use of these values agreed with direct measure-

menits o

I used the Weber method to determine the centers of gravity of

the entire arm and the entire leg, each taken alone, on the body of

- 14-



a cr-iminal who had been executed four weeks previously, and who had

also had a very powerful physique. These members were separated

from the trunk in exactly the same way as described above. Moreover,

the intervention of rigor mortis had been waited out so that the

displacements on the board could be made with greater accuracy.

For the lower extremity, I used this method to find the verti-

cal plane of the center of gravity (the entire leg thought of as

lying horizontal and fully extended) at a position directly above

the upper margin of the kneecap. In the case of the upper extremity,

it was 1/2 cm above the condylus internus humeri.

In determining the centers of gravity of composite bodies, it

is necessary to employ the formula for determination of resultants

of parallel forces. Since we are concerning outselves here with only

a single plane of projection, only a single formula will be put to

use, and namely

X Ps - I'Ps

where X is the distance of the center of gravity from the projection

plane in question, p, PF, and P2... are the respective weights of

the masses, and x, xl, x2.. are the corresponding distances from

the projection plane.

For the opposite case, the distances of the centers of gravity

from the upper plane of separation were

For the thigh 20.995 cm = x

For the shank 60.355 cm = KI

For the foot 91.800 cm = x 2

so that X _ (20.995"7.165) + (60.355-2.800) + (91.800-1.170)
f 11 I35~

426.835
11.135

X = 38.332 cm (SS in the figure).
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Now the length of the thigh was 44.9; the height of the patella

over the boundary between the shank and thigh may be set at 5 cm in

the extended position - a value which I admittedly established not

on this cadaver, but on other individuals; then we obtain 39.9 cm

as the distance of the upper margin of the patella from our projec-

tion plane.

The difference between the calculated distances and those deter-

mined directly for the unknown center of gravity of the entire leg

thus amounts to 1.6 cm; this is certainly within the range of indi-

vidual variations, even when we assume identical dissection proce-

dures.

For the entire arm, we have in our case the following numerical

values for the calculation

(1,07. 17,(21) -- t. 1,2) (0,)i. 73 1 ~Is)

3 7

- the distance from the upper separation plane (AS in the figure).

However, the length of the upper arm measured out at 36.4. The

common center of gravity of the upper extremity thus falls about

one centimeter above the lower boundary of the upper arm, or in the

internal condyle.*

Calculation and observation also agree at this point for the

two cadavers, or as closely as may be expected.

Now we observe further that the variation of the locus of the

over-all center of gravity of the body for different individuals is,

relatively speaking, quite small. The way to test the correctness

of the above figures as related to the static moments of the indi-

vidual masses of the members will be to use them to reconstruct the
*Va-entin places it "in the vicinity of the elbow joint." - Loc.
cit. page 201.
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entire cadaver and find where the over-all center of gravity occurs.

To simplify the calculation, I referred all weights to that of

the hand as the unit and obtained the following values:

Weight of the hand 1
head 8.4352
upper part of the torso 42.6940
lower part of the torso 12.1450
thigh 13.2520
shank 5.1852
foot 2.1667
upper arm 3.8333
forearm 2.1482

If we denote P + PI + P 2 by S, we may use, instead of the above

equation P, P, .
r.p + P,

If we denote P/S by Q, P1 /S by Q1 . etc., we obtain

X = Qx + Qlxl + Q2 x2 ..

or, logarithmically, Num. (ig Q + ig x) + Num. (lg Q1 + Ig xl)... X.

Now we find the following logarithmic values in our case for

the above parts of the body, setting the weight of the hand equal

to unity:

Head 8.8525238 - 10
Upper part of torso 9.5567951
Lower part of torso 9.0008258
Upper arm 8.5100011
Forearm 8.2585030
Hand 7.9264283
Thigh 9.0487425
Shank 8.6411938
Foot 8.2622271

We use the plane tangent to the top of the head as the projec-

tion plane and obtain the following distances from it:

a for the center of gravity of the head 8
b for the center of gravity of the upper torso 43.7
C for the center of gravity of the lower torso 73.6
d for the center of gravity of the upper arm 45.2
e for the center of gravity of the forearm 75
f for the center of gravity of the hand 100.05
g for the center of gravity of the thigh 99
h for the center of gravity of the shank 137.9
i for the center of gravity of the foot 169.2
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The logarithms of the values of Q will be found in the first

column of the following table and their numerical values in the

second; the letters refer to the same members as those listed above.
Numbers

.) jo.1 7- , 5,7",2,

10.: 13 itS . . .
1O, 0 , 1 '6. . . .. t ,.1.;is

c) ,............. . 4.i.

r) j ,'.. #;f1St . . 0'4
' 9,',-..• ], • . . . 0", i 151)

t) •!1,'); ;37, 7 ...... . IU755)

ItI ,0 3777 11 .... 0 . 107 350

ttO,':- .i'75 I . . . ,,o•t• ! 0h 10."- '75-; I . . . 6,0301)

'tO,. 'o .. 27.5 3,v) '0977

Sum: 71.43858 = X (HS in the figure)

Now, however, the distance from the top of the head to the

plane touching the crests of the Ilia measured out at 64.885 centi-

meters, so that the center of gravity as determined lay 6.55 cm be-

low this plane. Subsequent measurements made on the pelvis of this

executed [individual] showed that the distance of the promontorium

(the upper anterior margin of the first sacral vertebra) was 6.4 cm.

The distance of the upper rim of the second sacral vertebra was 8.

Thus-as regards the anatomical locus of this horizontal plane, we

are in full agreement with the conclusion of Weber. Further, we

obtain in our case a value of 10 centimeters for the distance of the

center of gravity from the trochanteric line; as noted above, Meyer

found it to be 9.5 cm. Finally, we find thle distances of the over-all

center of gravity referred to the total height (set equal to 1000)

to be

413.05 from the top of the head
586.35 from the soles of the feet

If we now compare the corresponding distances as determined

directly and listed above, we may conclude that the values that I
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found for the static moments of the individual parts of the body are

as accurate as any form of determination will deliver.*

To secure a more readily inspected representation of the masses

and their mechanical interaction, i have converted them to spheres

and calculated the radii of these spheres. Specifically, the weights

of the individual parts are divided by 1.066 to determine their

volumes, and the radii derived from these by the formula

R o 0.62o35/V.

The following figures were obtained as a rcesuit.

iR. in cm

For the hand b."9453
forearm 6 3808
upper arm 7,'7394
head 10~o 66
upper part of the torso 17 283
lower part of the torso 1 i•364
thigh 1CY 8-"12
shank 8 559
foot 6 3990

.If we draw the corresponding spheres in such a way as to form

a skeleton, as may be particularly useful for purposes of demonstra-

tion., we have the unfortunate circumstance that the peripheries often

extend far beyond the lateral limits of the soft parts and overlap

one another. For this reason, I have taken the effort of computing

the radii for plaster-of-paris spheres of coresponding weight and

setting them in proportion to the mass of the hand,

Relative values of the radii referred to that of the hand mass

set equal to unity appear in the first column; the second contains
*The figures given here are naturally applicable only for this particu.-
lar case. Since, however, the volumes of the extrYemities are measur-
able even in living individuals and can be made weighable at least
to very high accuracy with knowledge of the specific gravities of
their sections, an aspect in which my investigations are still un-
completed, it will also become possible, when necessary, to find
the values of the factors concerned here with a certain degree of
approximation from the loci of the centers of gravity of the indivi-
dual parts - which are made rather certain by similarities of form-
for any other individual.
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values for the radii of plaster-of.paris spheres corresponding to

the actual masses, as they may be drawn at the places indicated on

the lifesize skeleton or with the decimal. point shifted, for a ten-

fold reduction:

R R for corresponding plaster spheres

Hand 1 3.7979
Forearm 1.2903 4°9004
Upper arm 1.5650 5.9439
Head 2.0356 7.7311
Upper part of torso 3.4951 13.274
Lower part of torso 2.2980 8°7276
Thigh 2.1925 8,3269
Shank 1.7308 6°5735
Foot 1.2910 4K9l45

If we again set the total height eqial to 1000, we obtain the

following distances of the center of gravity fc~om the upper and lower

boundary of each section of the body:

Distance from uppev Distance from lower
boundary boundary

Head 44.591 105.38
Upper part of torso 101,516 135.909
Lower part of torso 34,.108 44.07
Thigh 121.58 138.43
Shank 89.499 158.931
Foot 67.545(froru the 79.365 (from the

Upper arm 102.27 108.52 toe)

Forearm 75.98 97.152
Hand 55.725 61.914

The vertical distances of the individual centers of gravity

from the horizontal projection plane are deternined by these cal-

cu lations. It may be assumed for the trunk and head that the centers

of gravity may be placed simultaneously in the plane defined by the

middle of the lince alba [sic] and the processus 2pinosi. The loca-

tion of the over-all center of gravity with reference to the third

plane, which runs parallel to the median [coronal] plane of the

lateral view, has been determined by Meye:r's experiments, as already

noted above. On the basis of his calculations, Horner* identifies

N-0c. cit.
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the locus of the common center of gravity of the head and torso

with the arms as the highest point on the anterior margin of the

ninth thoracic vertebra, i.e., a point in tle vertical constructed

by Meyer, which connects the pivot axis of the upper atlas Joint

and the point of the coccyx in the standing position. The center of

gravity of the trunk alone may probably also be placed in this line;

its distance from the trochanteric line comes to

29.267 cm (RS in the figure)

according to the static moments found above for its two parts.

This corresponds approximateiy to th2 lower dorsal margin of

the body of the last (twelfth) thoracic vertebra, For the extremities

&nd their lower sections, it may be assumed th:a.t the centers of

grayvity lie in their structural axes.

For lay part, these investigations of the static moments of the

masses of our various members were undertaken for practical purposes.
The locus of the over-all center of gravity charges for different

attitudes in which we approximate members to one another, and with

burdens which we carry simultaneously in one wayi or another, etc.

It has hitherto been impossible to give any accurate statement re-

garding this change as it affects the supporting surface, i.e., the

point at which the perpendicular dropped fkjra the center of gravity

(the weight vector) meets the supporting siueface, since the values

of the individual parallel forces were not known with sufficient

accuracy. Consequently, the drawings offered by Ch., Dupin* were also

based more on guesswork than scientific investigation. And indeed,

nothing is of greater importance for the graphic arts than proper

evaluation of these relationships. When we remember that placement

,ITTE-Dupin. Geometrie et Mecanique des arts et metiers et des beaux-
-arts. Tome II. Tab. I.
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of the center of gravity higher or lower above the suppor;itng surface,

or nearer or farther from its boundary, will produce now the effect

of a confident, relaxed posture, and now that of a motion in one

direction or another with one acceleration of another, since each

onlooker has had a wealth of experience. froe his youth oni concern-

ing equilibrium as a subjective matter, we will realize at once that

the representational artist must be f. mliar with these laws uniess

he is willing to let correct choice of attitude depend merely on

uncertain groping. To make the judnerents easierc 1 have also com-

puted the masses of spheres that can b• .s to bnild. a model -- say

of wire -- from which the eye alone can deteý•,cifne the locus of the

general center of gravity more easily, (cf o the acco.cpanying table).

For the rest, there is still another car to ci .uurivent the often

:{athce.r complicated calculations for this locus without compromising

xet% much of the mathematical accuracy.

This is done by means of an apparatus based on the balancing

p C n'cL 01 e

I£ shall conclude by describing this apparatus,

P. flat square plate is graduated in bLillimeters on its four

"Sese. A cross divides it into four equal squares° The zero points

f thes mar~ginal graduation correspond to the outer ends of the cross,

"A Kass clamp of the appropriate dimcensions and having an in-

du-wtor which shifts along the edge gradue..tio:n carries a metallic

millimeter-graduated vertical-square scale o. which a sleeve can be

pushed up and down; this guides an.other souare scale, which is

similarly divided. As the former remains standing exactly vertical

wlth the screw tightened, so the latter remains exactly parallel to

the horizontal base plane. On the vertical scale,, the zero point

lies in the horizontal base plane; on the hor-izontal scale, it occurs
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at the crossing point of the two lines drawn on that surface. A

figure is secured at this point in such a way that the vertical

constructed by Meyer strikes It [the intersection] in the standing

position. By moving the point of the horizontal scale in such a way

that it gradually comes up to touch the center of gravity of each

individual member, we simultaneously obtain readings for the distances

from the three planes for each of these points.

Now we have a second apparatus which indicates the resultants

for each single plane. It consists of a beam about 5 centimeters

in width and of considerable length, which is balanced on knife

edges and can be arrested in the same way as a sensitive balance.

We have as many weights as there are movable centers of' gravity

on the figure, each having the value of the appropriate Q of our

formula.

These weights have markers, so that the center of gravity

of each can be moved over that graduation mark on the balance beam

which corresponds to the reading for the distance of the center of

gravity from the plane in question.

Thus, if all of the individual weights are at their appropriaEe

places on one side of the balance beam, a weight smaller than the

sum Q + QI"" will be pushed far enough from the fulcrum on the ot•..r

half of the beam to bring it into equilibrium.

The zero point for the half of the balance beam on which the

counterweight is resting lies at this point.

If we now change the attitude of the figure, and shift the

weights as called for by the readings on the coordinate index, it

will also be necessary to shift the counterweight on the other half

of the balance beam, and the extent of this displacement will depend

on the ratio of the resultant effect of thi.s single displacement to
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the difference between the absolute magnitude of the counterweight

and the sum of the Q. The larger this difference is made, the greater'

will be the deflection and the mcna accurat~e will be the location

of the over-all center of gravity aftev determination of the con-

stants by which the displacement of ths counterweight is to be

Each such weighing determines the dista~nce from one of the

three planes; their combination detenwine5 the locus of. the over-

all center of gravity in space in the 5Danifio attitude into which

the figure or its model has been~ brough.cK

Diagram of mass distribatInos



THE STATIC MOMENTS OF THE COMPONENT 11LýSSES OF THE MA4AN BODY

Since it is only relatively seldom that vie may expect to come

by a whole cadaver at once in positions where, as in our institute

of anatomy, there are requests from many sources for the bodies of

executed persons.or individual parts thereof, which are rightfully

needed or,, at any rate, desired for various scientific purposes, I

was obliged for the time being to satisfy myself' with publication,

in the first report, of the problem set forth by the above title

which was resolved on a single specimen.

I have already made reference to the restriction of the figures

reported there to a special case. In the meanwhile, considerable

experience has convinced me that there is a much higher degree of

regularity in the distribution of the masses on our organism than

we should probably be inclined to suppose.

Even the minor variations in the locus of the over-all center

of gravity for the same attitude in different individuals, as well

as the slight differences shown by the positions of the centers of

gravity of entire extremities, as noted in the first report, were

alone sufficient to suggest this.

It is a fact that the superficial plnc-ýý.-ý.omena of movements made

by an individual human would have to show a much wider and more con-

spicuous variety than is actually the case if the arrangement of the

masses., the lever-arm ratios, and the relative weights of the parts,

as well as the loci of the centers of gravity were subject to large

variations.
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This, however, is not the case.

I shall first communicate measurements and calculations for the

corpse of one 29-year-old Kefer, who was executed in January 1857,

which, again, Herr Prof. Bischoff was kind enough to turn over to

me for this purpose, and use them to argue the method already il-

luminated in the "Gelehrte Anzeigen," by which it is also possible

to set up the critical observations for this work in any other case,

including that of the living individual.

A practical evaluation of the results obtained here - which

were, indeed, the very reason for wrhich the entire investigation was

undertaken - will be found in Volume iii of my ILehrbuch der plastis-

chen Anatomie" (Textbook of Plastic Anatom.y).

i.

Dismemberment, measurement, and weighing, as well as determina-

tion of the loci of the centers of gravity of all of the individual

members, were carried out fol'lowing the procedures already reported

in the first report. This time, I did not rest content with average

values for two like extremities, but based the calculations on in-

dividual measurements for each piece; further, the individual meas-

urements were made with still more highly perfected instruments and

checked by several persons, as were t~ie weighings and equilibria-

tion experiments.

The results of the measurements were as follows:

Total height of the body 167.7 cm
Height of head 20.2 cm

Height of foot 9.7 cm
Length of shank 38.15 cm
Length of thigh 42.3 cm

Total 90.15 cm

The length oi the trunk was obtained from three different meas-
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urements, in part for the whole piece and in part for the sum of its

individual sections, and came, accordingly, to 57.5 cm.

From this we obtain for the total height

for the head 20.2 cm
for the trunk 57.5 cm
for the lower extremities 90.15 cm

Total 167.85 cm

Special measurements made on the individual sections of the ex-

tremities, with the most accurate possible consideration of the

straight-line distances between the pivot points of their individual

joints, gave the following values-,

fov' the thigh righi; 4223 crc left 42.3 cm
for the shank right 38 cm left 38.1 cm
for the total length of

the foot rigCht 25 cm left 25 cm
for the foot from the

pivot point of the
talus to the midpoint
of the capitulum of
the first metatarsal
(oblique line) right 14.1 cm left 14.1 cm

for the width of the foot
at the heel 6.3 cm

for the width of the foot
at the ball ý9,9 cm

for the length of the
upper arm right 30.6 cm left 30 cm

for the forearm right 26.4 cm left 26.1 cm
for the hand right 18,5 cm left 18.9 cm

I note here in passing that useful determinations of the pivot

points of individual joints for extremely accurate measurements can

also be obtained on living individuals by the following procedure.

One half of the joint, e.g., the shoulder girdle is immobilized by

some sort of bracing or bandaging appliance. Photographs are then

made as follows. An exposure time somewhat longer than usual is

divided into three equal parts. At the end of each of these periods,

the joint is moved as rapidly as possible to a new position and held

there throughout the next period. Thus we obtain, in one picture,
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three different positions, each ver;y sharply defined, provided that

we have followed the simple rule of t•vum not to overexpose the

background behind the part being moved either before or after the

part is moved in front of it. If, for e, ape the arm is inter-

posed in front of the trunk or some ot•h•a;r pt or the body in the

last period, that part remains draped prior to this period by a dark

red sheet, which is quickly whisked away iomv.mdiately before this

period begins. For the same reason,, it is not addmissible to have the

mnov'ed part in front of some other siomfao of the bod-y at the start

of photography, since the modeling of it. b.r... t... :Io be ef-

faced in the subsequent periods of tke •a cess,

In this way, we obtain the apnuj.criJ i umibe of points for

construction of the ligaments and thi,: co aerondina arcs of move-

ment ard for determination of the pivo. pointsý

Mea-.surements on the cadaver's torso go.e 'Ji follong results;

Distasnce between the two peaks of the
cristae oss. ilium ....... 27 1 c m

,IoeadEh olF-O he lower end of the thoreax ......... 27.7 cm
(ý:.Jside breadth of the pelvic floor f ...

exarticulation of the femora . 10.2 cm
Diamete-T`- of the largest circle on the

caput femoris ............. r -i left 4,8 cm
L.fl•,.t• o• rgest circle on the

c u,.upt humeri ........ . ... andf lef t 4.4 cm
p:is{ in •e bef7en pivot points of shCyii 1oints° o 29 9 cm

between pivot points of hi'p h, . 16o8 cm
iept.It of trunk from manubrium sterlni to

ver-tebral column . . . . . . . .. . .. . . !4o5 cm
ft middle level of shoulder blades,, 17o5 cm

PA the level of tho processus xyphoideus 19.1 cm
P.G. the level of the mons pubis. 7771 16.9 cm

if we set the total height equal to 1000j the relative values

of these measurements will be drawn) up es a follcws:

Height of head 120
Height of torso 343
Length of lower extremities 537
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Length of thigh 252
Length of shank 227
Height of foot 58

Length of foot 1119o07
Length of right upper c-,.tr&,i,:v, I5207
Length of its upper arA2 ,82465
Length oi forearm 157.425
Length of hand 110,317
Length of left upper extrxmnit? 447,226
Length of its upper arm 178,,893
Length of its forearm i55,63
Length of its hand 112,703

The relative measurementszf.o <. torso ,er e..... computed. in the

following manner:

Distance between two pes:.s ._ s 5i ii:Dm 1 ,•
Breadth of lower end of t.... .165,175
Outside transverse diameter ... of ., fioc.c•, 60.823
Diameter of largest circle cr. 2a,,u .•s

rg side 29,219
3. -. side 28.623

Diameter- of largest rici. or a57 ,.
side 26,237

Distance between pivot p•t>, c. tw.
shoulder Joints 178,3

Distance between pivot -. o..
hip joints 100.177

Depth of thorax at levsi of .i ster"ni 86A63
D'epth of thorax at middle, 1 ol st7K.er bl-ades 104o355
Depth of torso at level of •;j•Id s 113,89
Depth of torso at le•,.e of ,. .- is 100-775

If we regard the length measurements as multiples of the hand

length, as was done in tie first .... e obtain the following li.t.

cight hand = 1
head 109
entire trunk 3 ,10
lower ext-remity 4,87

entire body 90065

upper part of torso :
lower part of torso C, tu

thigh.
shank 2. 06'
height of foot 0)52
total length of foot I o3"]1
entire upper extcerrmitt,,, r,2i:t sie 4.,081

its upper arm 1.654
its forearm = 1,,427
its hand =1

entire upper e4,tremity) -2 .brode 4o0540
its upper arm = 1.6216
its forearm , 1,L4'108
its hand = 1o0216



As regards determination of the weight of the entire body, it

is to be regretted that we were not permitted to weigh it before

execution. The corpse weighed 47,087 grams.

The head alone weighed 31747 grams;
the remainder weighed 43,340 grams.

The amount of blood that Kefer hat. lost at his execution may be

calculated approximately from the percentage represented by the blood

lost by Graf on a similar occasion, For [Kefer's] remains, this was

accordingly

2808 grams,

Added to the above figures, this gives for the weight before

execution

49,895 grams

After the four extremities had been exarticulated, the blood-

less torso weighed

19,846.5 gra'xs.

The extremities and the head had a total weight of

27,240.4 grams;

subtracted from the total weight of the body (49,895 grams), these

leave for the headless and limbless torso a weight of

22,654ý6 grams

on subtraction of this from the 19,846..5 grams determined with the

balance. this leaves 2.808 kilograms as the amount of blood that

had escaped the trunk.

The weights of the individual sections of the extremities after

removal at exactly the same sections (insofar as this is at all

possible) followed in dissecting Gr'af's remains were as follows:

entire right lower ex:tremity 9171.8 grams
entire left lower extremity 9067.6 "
right thigh 5947
left thigh 5827
right shank 2242.6 "
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left shank 2252.4 grams
right foot 982.2 "
left foot 988.2 "
right upper arm 1484.5 "
left upper arm 1411.3 "
right forearm 821.1 "
left forearm 770.1 "
right hand 393.2 "
left hand 374
entire right upper extremity 2698°7 "
entire left upper extremity 2555.4

The procedure for splitting the trunk into two parts, even

though these were not anatomically separable with perfect distinct-

ness, was also followed in this case ,ith the object of computing

their masses, but the formulas fo;r vesseLs with dissimilar ellipti-

cal ba.se surfaces were used instead of those for determining the

vcduye of a truncated cone, At any rate. the latter corresponds more

e•aatly to the given shape relationships of the trunk.

As we know, this formula for calculating the volumes of vessels

with. such elliptical base surfaces is

V = _h [2 (ab + a b.) + ab + a-b]
6 -

where a and b are the semimajor axes, a1 and bi are the semiminor

axes, and h is the height.

For the upper torso of the cadaver,

a =~ 14- ci
a

a 3 ,55'•
bI G 915 '

h = i 3H

This gave the volume V as 15310io.5 cubic centimeters; multi-

plied by 1.066, this corresponds to a weight of

160 3225 ka

for the upper torso.

According to the same foraxula, the weight of the lower torso,
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computed for the axes 13.55 cm
8 5 cm

6.75 cm
6 cm

and a value of 1.75 for h, came to

4.38 kilograms°

Accordingly, the weight of the entire trunk was

16.3225 + 4.38 = 20.7025 kilograms.

According to the above calculations, however, its weight was

22.6546 kilograms.

This represents a deficit of 1.952 kilograms, which can be dis-

tributed in accordance with the weight ratio of the two parts in

such a way that the weight of the upper trunk may be assumed equal

to 17,776.6 grams and that of the lower trunk to 4868 grams.

In relation to the weight of the right hand, with the latter

set equal to unity, all these parts of the body acquire the following

weight values:

Entire body 126.9
Head 9.5295
Upper trunk 45.209
Lower trunk 12.3805
Right upper arm 3,77545
Left upper arm 3.58925
Right forearm 2-0875
Left forearm 1.9583
Left hand 095"L271
Right hand 1 0
Right thigh 15 I`,L-5
Left thigh !r 81or
Right shank 5, 703-t
Left shank 5 .T2y334
Right foot 2 4S795
Left foot 2 .51 25

In addition to the weight prop-ortion we have yet to give the

loci of the center of gravity in each individual part.

With the exception of the torso, tlese loci were determined ex-

perimentally by the procedure outlined in the first report.

For the head, it lies 7.3 cm from the crown.
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For the right thigh, 18.2 cm from the midpoint of the caput

femorls; for the left thigh, 17o7 cm.

For the right and left shanks, 21.15 cm from the middle of the

malleolus externus.

For the right and left feet, 10.9 cm from the heel.

For the right and left upper arms, 12.95 cm from the midpoint

of the caput humeri.

For the right and left forearms, respectively, 10.7 and 11.05

from the elbow-joint pivot point.

For the right and left hands, 6575 from the pivot axis of the

carpus.

For the upper and lower parts of the trunk, the positions of

the center of gravity were coraputed by the fo-mulas given in the

first report, and were found to occur at

20.116 cm from the loluer boundary

of the 40-cm-high upper torso and

9.0605 cm from the upper boundary

of the 17.5-cm-high lower torso.

The distances of all these individual centers of gravity from

the plane of the top of the head reie thus

For the head 7.3 cm
for the upper torso 46.384 "

for the lower torso 69.2605 "
for the right upper a r 39.45
for the left upper arm 39,45
for the right forearm 67.8
for the left forearm 67-55
for the right hand 102 "
for the left hand 101.5
for the right thigh 95.9
for the left thigh 95.4
for both shanks 141o15
for both feet 1635 "

If we again set up the relationships of the distances from the

the boundaries of the individual parts on the one hand, with the
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length of each member assumed equal to unity, and, on the other, the

distances of the various centers of gravity as fractions of the

total height of the body, which s wetrul to 1000, we obtain the

following picture:

DISTANCES OF THE -INDIVIDUA!,L C',.'T OF GR(AVITY

From the From the plane of
upper lowýer the top of the

boundary 'ad'. whose distance
of each member, -:he,, f.rom the soles of the
length of which is fet is set equal

set equal to . to 1000.

Head 0.3613 () ,j(1 53o 5305
"po•e-:p toxrso 0.4971 F Ž, 58•5
Low'er torso 0o51774 0 ,1 . 0
Right upper arm 0142739 0 57 J235, 2-4r
Left upper arm 0.4316 0 = 235 2 5
R-g,,.-t forearm 0.41758 0 l>'o4 40L
Fef a forearm 0,4023 8 40 5
jight ha ýnd 0.361 ci, 600 23
Left hand 0.3571 0767-11- 605,245

,--'. . ,.lgh 0.4302 0 ) 57185
Lef Lt thigh 0,5698 0 58J-6 568,875
E, ght shrank 0.4435 0 5 5 84-168
L. ft sh.k 0o.4945 0 ,-1 1 68
R-.17>. Thi foot 0.436 0. 974-955

(From the heel) ( trom t o --)
i; ftrt 0.436 0o55b. 9 955.Average o.4322 0. 56,78

eck on the correctness o- tt ,srements and cal-

c.,.<2,ý"'k,,).,, we must resort to te Lo ____ for the locus of the

.o gravity of the entirc z,- C, d1v d&iveh olu Peoge 17 first

:the corpse of' Kefer, the I o :.,_ dcme of 0, for each formula

f: ollows.

-• 8 ,c0& 0 0750945
.'(fi..O... torso 9 55-1771 0,356265

je, torso 8 98)2'75.5 0,097560
Rtiight upper arm 8.4T 735i 0,0297516
Left upper arm 8 4.51...)-,2- 0,0282845
F.J'shft forearm 8 .1 ?t0643
Left forearm 8 1f, ]8 B4 0 0154315'7 t•c < - ,,

Right hand 7- 8I ,. - 0,0078802
Left hand 7 86,7. 7 5 0 o004954
RLight thigh 9 07,•,._ 0.119185
Left thigh 9 .067399 o 0.116783



Numbers
S Right shank 8 .656yr-, 0.0449445
Left shank 8 O6 "'JOL"57 0.04514o6
Right foot 8,2, 1 " P0lO0196845
Left foot 8o296()7 0.o01930o46

TIiien the X of each formula .i (.:o ;Tht,..:. is -I- th- sum of the Q•,

the va•.lu... of which are as follows'.

Head () 51.0
Upper torso r 16

•Lower torso
Right upper arm Y .
Left upper arm i- Jj,-
Right forearm_ 1 1 .
Left forearm 7K ---
Right hand (i flr(•)
Left hand <-
Right thigh S 7
Left thigh
Right shank .
Left s•h-ank'.
Right foot
Left foot

Su: ... .

"J..i...er, this distance of tIe o'T7,-_ v::, oK giavity of

h ..... .- hose total height has b , '- vc: to 1000, is

426.85 from the, tc:, of tj I,...

;:::ca hiich agrees as closely as possivi I., u<bh the average of

>' ,I.ven in the first report (Ipe.-ý': 5):n ,. remember how

(;7LOcultions not all of a.. .. must

S.. -cotribute to the ac Cd s,> :: QJ_ *s- s•.ci•e figure

• =&o ege value applies on<K -c m: Js it is under-.

W.e Th~that the rcrresspondinii fiyc t K, -- §u:%e sex will be
'" s5_ L ;. as a result of the dill 1 :.*;. ... xi' rhysical configura-

t' 1:-•:)d7 that the locus of the ove:.ai! ocet:.o of gravity will

ch::..;,, .. the -various earlier .... : : of I

.. -; ;".'-.; nt here - as prelimin.y'y dete...inatin.

rihe female sex, which shou c..s...-xx.. J_ V S attering, with.-

cv .... " ;.pt .... to derive a general la;, fc:,:r d ; , bhil- time.



Distance of Distance of cen-
Height of center of gra- ter of gravity
body in cm vity from the from top of head

top of the head for total height
in c-P, of 1000

I. Age 31 years (non-
parous; extremely
robust build) 160.5 71 442,3

I1. 19 years old (uni-
p•-ous, well-pro-
port oned) 157 7) ),7 450° 3

IIo. 24. years old (uni-
-a:os slight build) 16,7.4 73 15 436.9

1ua a:ll cases, the center of gravity i± th& f&,iy e,:tended re-

clining position falls in the region of t> sza.,ci;un in ohiidren•

eg.,go in tne case of a 6 3/4-year-old girl, in >>,i<y,, h di, t t- n

:,. the center of gravity from the top of 1-he 'sa•., -. 2o07, it

1.... xs in tlhe plane tangent to the iliac crsts`• . r..i at

- 4252 crc from the top of the head, or 1/2 cen.,-ii.:ke:.. aove this

pl-n. This is noted only in passing; let us psi now to con-

,:i.r.- .ion of' the table on pages 38 and 390

.h,,,j tetle, which assembles for inenpcticn eall of the figures

•:1•necd.LC`r the cadavers of Graf and t1...... V.ovs.ovirtually

..... .. coes on. produces identical loci fcc-- the center of gravity.

,: 7e~,Ct a.L.y.• we mtay consider the differencs af.ec the xQ column

.w cU two products, one of which is flo:red by :Q: and the

<c.'by x 0x, Cormparison of the figurtes Lh.s o eith one another

o ho', the high degre -e of similarity in th. in u iionsof the two

i . ntes of gravity was . at t,,o (.. ..se under

c.cnin.idae:•ton. In the case of Kefer, howeveu, using the values of

y seT 0) fore Graf, we obtain the following <--0•e<:

n,\ ,, ,:A •i

Heaad +0o3 ... 0o05z

Ucper torso 6-0 2.1
111owý.r torso 0365-
Upper arm -0o113 .186
.Forearm 0 1 *-0 2
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xaqX

Hand - 00755 +0.0143
Thigh +0(,610 -0.375
Shank +0o 18 +0.14
Foot +0,235 -0.1043

This simultaneously confers a certain value on the instrument
known as the "mechanical seesaw " which i mentioned in the first

report and described in detail in the "'elehrte Anzeigen,"* in that

the weights used with it can be used d'ectly• at least for all well.-

formed male specimens, without any ap:[•eciable error.

I have made frequent tests of the instru-ent's resolution and,

for example, was obliged to set the :o tarweight at 71.25 after

setting the weights for the distances of the individual centers of

gravity from the plane of the to-o of t Le heedn the case of Gr.a.f%

The difference between the result of tL logarithmic calculation and

the reading on the instrument came to only 0,1%o

I have also run various e•operioents with the instrument using

various living models and statuary and. for example, obtained for

the famous statuette of Nercury, which fo.rnd its way from Ch. Dupin's

workshop to Valentin's testbook, a :ceecine in full agreement with

the principles developed by Meyer, a-d• as it turned out, with cal-

culation as well. The weight vector drawn at the designated point42ý

In such a way as to drop straight traough the tip of the toe. The

standing position is no longer possible in this case. However, ob-

servations made with my instueut C,, calcuilatlon from the position,,_

of all the individual members indicated that the artist had Judged

the proper equilibrium with almost no~helievabie delicacy; the true

weight vector drops directly behind the ball of the great toe (pivot

axis of first capitulum mta'ta the igure can balance in this

position.
;-The instrument is available on ordezr from Mdechanic Stollenreuther

in Munich; its price is 36 fl.
**Valentin, Lehrbuch der Physiologie des Menschen, Vol. I, 3114.
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5" .... . ,

W, 7 1-7--. 1-I, 4

19)I.

21) S

'1 .1 1 1~ 7

22*, M. I1

21 5

28)

.3 1,

-. , -- - -- -

V, . 7*.,

a:7.5

7 . Z '1 1

01..

1) Name of part; 2) abscoi , 3) Gra'Ly C 4) Kefer; 5) dif-
ference; 6) relative w-Wgj.` -e aL' i )cbsolute length measure--
merits; 8) relative length i•L '~s(tot'ai height =1000)
[Key to Table conttd. on Pa 30.1



[Key to Table cont'd. from page 38]

9) relative length measurements (hand 1 1); 10) distance from plane
of top of head for total height of 1000; 11) values of Q; 12) values
of xQ; 13) grams; 14) centim ete:as 15) had; 16) upper torso-
17) lower torso; 18) right upper arm; 2.9) left upper arm; 205 right
forearm; 21) left forearm; 22) right h 23) left hand; 24) right
thigh; 25) left thigh; 26) right .Lah1 27) left shank; 28) right
foot; 29) left foot; 30) entire b 3d .1-) sum; 32) 1.37% of the
total height, [about 7''' (ptoo ... i.. - . - Trans.,)]; M) average.

Since, as a result of these in~non, together w.ith that

which has been established by diolfiecj onseruers for different in-

ci-viduals with regard to the locus of t of gravity of the

reclining human body and its larger n(-• cc )onent masses, as

sumnar•ized in the first report, i, ji; ,u,, jtifiable to assume

. major degree of harmony in thlje ttcýte a- cf the static moments

ot all the individual componena rn .... . -nins open for each

cx �ic investigation (exact to the t ...... ,herE) of a specific

case, even in investigations being cacrich oat on liviig individuals,

"for determining all of the fig-e; r... na ed to find the position of

the over-all center of gravity fi.om its co-ponents in th, various

posit ions,

Týhis is the second part of the ]:oben which I have uitlertaken
..... -hout .d"o to its soluti'lý.

i. th'is study, and I pass without Panth.....o.to.it...o..ti..

.in task consists primar•ily1• in fin nnIrg ways tIhat will plEa., us

i p C position to weigh the parts of a I-V 0 n-1 being indivi

This can obviously not be done. & din& t t. aues can only be

founid by calculation on the basis of I': C, r:Z.ee of tnio things: firx,

the volume, and secondly, the s'p! I-V g.aity of the part.

lb is easy to find the voF a . sha ecentually demon-

strate. The first question isý can t <21; gravity of such a

part be determined with sufficlent a • for each specific case?

0DC



Thc possibility will seer�-i hardly o� 1� oIvable to the reader, as

it did to me at first, when we consider �bat zubstances of highly

divergent specific gravities arc cow rio-' ii. in each part and in each

individual in a wide variety of wxr �Knc; las. which a e of nearly

the same specific gravity as blood. L�ne. ohich is heavier than

blood, fat, which is lighter than blood. an.d exren lighter than water,

not to mention the other tissue was ses of differing specific gravity

that are also interwoven with then � �mw o�oortions.

I nevertheless became convinced � fhur weighings of

� eces of extremities from a wIde �. �ct corpses th�t as

great a degree of harmonization tOre � 1 sensation of the

xweee d-Lst-Abution also prevails Ic. Li' �c. as tbat w ich becai e

evfdent in a similar conspicuous r/seneI: IncoofactiKon with the static

- �comer/t s

Since the problem of finding tbe 1�tter had bean formulated

fIrst, IC made the cuts by whIch the �' wcv� separated one from

another in the same way as descrIbs� 0 � se report,

�he weighings in air were set � c -i n� precision balance

o the design of Mechanic Ungerer ol h r� then the members

ware �;eIghed in water, followIng the w � Lnle of �rchimedes, with

the taiyerature and specific grant; o t rater checked as accu-

rately as possible before and after ei�h:Lno

ThIs made I' possible to use tOo ic xi Ian meThod to compute
V.

the spec ific �g�a�vi.ty of each part� by corns risen 7/i? o 'noat�.�4' dis�

tilled water of maximum density; aed or find its 'rolume as well.

I fIrst submit the results of the Innestitations made on the

cengle cadavers in the order en w•otcn rose core carried out,
±. Corpse of an emaciated E�yean old man rho lm.d died of

mar asmus senills:
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Right side Left side
Weights Weights

Fart absolute specific absolute specific
grams grams

Upper arm 1420.7 1.09036 1239,1 1.0936
Forearm 767.2 1o111905 765.3 1.111725
Hand 447.7 1o1093 443S9 1.1034
Thigh 4670 1.08705 4460o.4 1.08715
Shank 1874 1.1265 1811 1.1295
Foot 952.5 i,0950 965,5 1.09975

The extent of emaciation or, more generally, the predominance

of bony substance, is manifested in this case through the higher

value of the specific gravity shown by the forearm as opposed to

the hand; this relationship is exactly the o(Dposto..e in younger

specimens. Young and healthy personss and persons who have died

suddenly also have feet that are specifically lighter than the lower

leg, as will be shown later. Nor will the observation that pieces

of the left lower extremity have higher absolute weights than the

corresponding pieces of the right extremity remain an isolated one.

II. Corpse of a 26-year-old woman, well-nourished and rather

obese:

Right side Left side
Weights Weights

Part absolute specific absolute specific
grams grams

Thigh 4890 1.0532 4723 1o0514
Shank 1947.9 1o0773 186315 1.0785
Foot 755-05 1 1017 713 45 1.0996

Ii. Corpse of the extremely robust murdered highway robber

Heigel, age 40 years.

Right side ref t side
Weights Weights

absolute s)eciCic absolute specificPatgramsgas

Upper arm 2560.1 i 0p-75
Forearm 1389.7 1o-1095
Hand 5251l 1,1133c
Thigh 7567.0 1.065o6 7367,0 i* 10598
Shank 2760.2 1.0859 230669 1.08607
Foot 1038.8 !08015 1072.3 1.07668
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IV. Corpse of a very slender girl of 20 years!

Right side
Weights

Part absolute specific
grams

Upper arm 1525.6 2.0
Forearm 725.6 1. 0 804
Hand 316.8 1. !iiI3

V. Body of the executed criminal Kefer, age 29 years:

Right side Lef t side
Weights Weights

Part absolute speci .ic absolute specific
grams "?.f-

Upper arm 1484.5 1. G 2 ,, i.o884
Forearm 821 1o 10S, ".791 1 1.1127
Hand 393.2 1 1191 31 1.1178
Thigh 5947 i1,.., I0564
Shank 2242.6 10 LS 1 2252 2 1 0861

o0oot 982.2 I0 ,24 2 1.0916
Ieac0 absolute grams - 3747' s J.•' .L C 0851

iTV Head of the executed 38-..yearc.-o Pl.d i

absolute in grams - 4980c sy cific 1 1300

if iýe compute the averages of the s.,,_',.c gxraities for the

individual parts of these corpses, w.'-iCh d.JJffer,.' so greatly as re-

gw .esage and constitution, and list th,. all ge obtain

th~e _ol:ouing results:

V ,' r .r.rn . . . .. .I . . ..

V ".II . . 1.' I .0TA 6' , -7 ui•'iI.T-
1 2 11r 1 7 . , Ili,, 1.,3 '

Ih ;!. ri c ihd 1., 2,1 1- -1 9 ; *- . 1,15 :;m I. 7 . . I, , . I " i

1) heme of part 2) 68-year..old Yim:n, 3) 2-oi.ld wo.an; 4) 40-
yearAold man; 5) 20.-year-old girl; 6) 29 Yc:..old re.nf 7) average;
8) 38.-year-old woman; 9) upper arm.. 10) fore:e 11) thand; 12) thigh:
13) shank; 14) foot; 15) head.

If we arrange the individual parts o..... of increasing

specific gravity, we obtain the foliortoa.,s:nL series for the average:

Thigh
Upper ami
Foot
Shank
Forearm
Head
Hand
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There is nothing remarkable about the fact that the parts most

abondantly provided with soft tissues, flesh, and fat stand at one

end of the list, while the hand, the tissues of which are composed

for the most part of bones and sinews, stands at the other end. We

should certainly have supposed, however, that the foot would appear

nearer the hand in this series, Eithel-r the large spongy bones of

its tarsus are very rich in fat or:• the fattys, cushion on the sole

is the cause of an unexpected depressio-a of the spec'4fic gravity

of the entire foot.

On the whole, however, the differl:encea betweeen the specific

gravities of all these parts are veT; sIoLi1; norýo does it make such

a great difference if a member, as, for ewe.z'lc the thigh, is

heavy, whether this is due to weil!-de reIopd musculature or more

to fal., even though this differencre is euprosed in the small dif-

ferences to be noted above.

The largest difference of all those found here is 0.0339. While

the absolute weights in the extreme cases are in the ratio of 1:24,

the ratio 1:1.03 applies for the specific gravities.

The tabular summary given below; in which the volumes are

listed in ascending order, provides a su--vey of these large dif-

ferences on the one hand and these smoli differences on the other.

We have still overlooked the poFss:biJitv of abstracting some

value of the specific gravity for a gsvei. paiart of the body from

the column and using it to compute the absolute weight without in-

curring any appreciable error. Loreover this error can be still

further minimized.

To accomplish this, however, it bece.omes rnecessary to outline

a method by which it is possible to find the volume of a member for

a living individual; for this is the second quantity to be found by
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obs;ervation before computation of the weight will be possible.

For the sections of the extremities, I use tall, narrow gal-

valized-sheet cylinders having cross sections exceeding the largest

cross sections of the parts for which they are intended by the

smallest possible margin; for the entire body, I employ a tall

barrel. One-half inch from their upper rims, the cylinders have a

short, curved trough-shaped pour spout. They are filled with water

at a known temperature and density until overflow at the brim stops.

Needless to say, they are positioned perfectly securely and verti-

cally.

A calibrated glass flask is set up under the spout and, e.g.,

the hand of the individual to be investigated is slowly immersed

:eto the cylinder after preliminary determiination of the wrist-joint

pivot-axas bounarles. When this axis lies in the same plane as the

base of the trough and no further water is running into the flask,

the. hand is drawn out; the water clinging to it is allowed to drip

off into the cylinder while the flask, which had previously contained

h known amount of water, is being weighed

When the newly added water that has been displaced by the hand

is weighed, water is added cautiously at the briim of the cylinder

until the first excess drop flows out of the tro.gho

Now the flask is reweighed, and the loss in weight now gives

another observation for the amount of water disp!aced by the hand.

JLoth observations carry errors of opposite signs. In the first case,

it is inevitable that the amount of water that flows out is somewhat

larger than that actually displaced by the form of the member because

of small muscular movements and ripplings in the water; in the

second case, the first droplet is almost as inevitably premature

because of the agitation produced in pouring in the water. Thus we
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obtain , sr sall plus on the one hand and a small minus on the other.

The average of the two is therefore liable to extremely small error.

We proceed in this manner, first imiersing the arm up to the

elbow and finally up to the ,.h...-er weighing the displaced quantity

of water each time and. ultimately checking their sum by determining

the amount of water displaced by thentire extremity at once.

in order to find the volume with high accurary from the weight

determinations made on the waters it is necessary to have deter-

mined the water temperature exaLtly in each case.

1f this has been done, and (I the volumes are reduced to dis-

tilled water of maximum density, it becomes a matter of determining

the absolute weight of the corresno d L g part°

While the influence of the soft k=s Vrith their varying rela-

~tix contributions to the soecific g...Sty of the individuial part

are not, as we saw above, particulariy large.? they are nevertheless

noticeable enough to merit being tale tube account. As was shown

h*" heuJ_,thheim,* the specific gravity of thLe bones does not remain so

0ionstant with respect to age that con)-i-sider.-able differences in their

voluimes are not distinctly rmanifested after a certain point. The in-

Sivuence of the soft parts on the szeecef...c 'gravity of an entire member

deoc'u:,nds essentially on their massJ :.e c:ý. the volume of the whole,

If we have now become familLiar as a r-esai.] t of weigh t determinatiols

with a sufficiently large number of p of- th body having dif-

ferent cubic contents, the volume of Vte.' displaced mass of water in

subsequent experiments made on ilvig pesons by "he above method

wLi always coincide closely now wS.ttL.at of the coorresponding

p.ile-e of one of the cadavers investi•.gatcdl and now with that of the

same piece of another cadaver,

-uI••. cho phys. XXI. 385.
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O .specific gravity of the similar part whose volume falls

nearest to the amount of water displaced in a particular case can

then be used with maxirmum co.fi..ce to calculate the absolute

weight for the part under invest1g atio.

For this purpose, it was n .ccssar' to use the absolute weights

of those parts of the cadavers to dat2 tine the volumes; this gave

the following series, in which these volumes are arranged in order

of increasing magnitude. To aid in ?I>r1ect application of this table,

the specific and absolute weights arc .. ynted. in it,

For proper understanding of t:h -<- s, it is noted in advance

that M stands for man, W for wm, Me numerals following these

letters represent the age, Ec and 1. a lftpo right, H denotes

the hand, VA the forearm, 0S tha thi g = shank; K.

he;i. OA = upper ar.m], etc,

3 1 37A

31. 30. 1!. . 3')'35 i P3

tl. 61l. 1l. r. 4f}It j,-) l!Id) 13Y'

.5_ A ii 62 5 2______

WY.'2fg. F". L I.1" -, + -,i'; .,!
IV,V 21. Il.k r. (i ,*i'j1i<)"' "t

W. 26- F. "'7.-,:
M. 6. VA.L

0. 6-. VAý L 6 .ý t 7, 2

3'
ý!T. 6 v, F .L.

NJ ;'. 30 .F .

M. 30. F. 1. 27

,*t. (o,. F. r-

32.. 4, V.2. 1J 1 '

31. ,e'. FA.rL l,.mb I IJ'•: I 9-,27

.II. "fi. it' r. 13 F 273 ,,t !• , :< , 1

M1. 5%. M'. L 1.1 1 "

, s. 3d A. r. '13" '-'.



X1 4 ,4. 1 S'. L C . 5h
VI

31. 6-. 4.r. I. 1. 126 I I . 1

W. 3. K .+ -,r It.7o5 5.5 31 -•' .I!71

1 2'. i. I". 1L I '-2 ?,_ Lo -,'5 I"- .7 15
1 .(. I. '. r. 1r5-,fl 0. i- 71-7.9

:..0+ 1 ., r. 2061~.,5. 1,h-tiE 2 -' i' ".

J. 3 . 0t . 1 20-- '2 7+•...

"31. 'w. K.. r. Ti3.5 ,.rc - - 5 ,s7
3 1. ({ IS. jL.

)Aou incb cNt. Im. 4Te•r;6 tspecific gaty 37 a
IpVifc. g i.rvycul isnhwit i t. 4 d:isturb t pa

thWwihtvlus 7. e 0 4s isA broken o .,lyat pis ml

W. . . . . ... 2. 6- .......0 3

XI 11. OS. 1. -16151.'' l lTI+ 5"27Ti

Mtk. 'W' O:. 563."5,i| 1 1.0 f" 5117 I,'i-f

Mi. 40• O. 05. L1-•61j1, 7~l'1 .$"+

O1.l.(S. r.7 "•Wf'.l" 15.+ • 756T

1.) volume in cubic centimeters; 2) specific gravity; 3) absolute
w.eight in. grams.

It wis l be evident from this table how seall the influence of

specific gravity actually is and how little it disturbs the parallel-

ism of the two columns (one containing the volumes and the other

the weight values). The series is broken only at two points -namely

where the values for the head of the 28-year-old woman and for the

tight shank of the 68-year-ond man are entered in the table with

the io Only in these two cases is the specific gr vity dispropor-

tionateey higher, so that it moves the voltues of the corresponding

par~ts one or two steps higher.

Thae second striking fact noted on examinatono te alei

t-hat withi only two exceptions, which are keyed with. the *, all sec-

tions of the extremities separate into shar+ply differentiated groups.

On.+ly- the forearm of the esthetically built man, the weight of which

falls into the same series as the upper-arm weights, and his upper

emii-' which breaks the series formed by the san...s of the other

cadavers, disturb this perfectly distinct separation. However, in

no way do I wish to represent this separation as a generally valid
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law, a-d therefore designate these two cases only as exceptions in

the present series, and not as exceptions to any type of rule.

The specific gravities array themselves in an ascending order
quite different from that of the volumes or absolute weights, namely:

M3. 4,. IVs. M. 3. A II.

'11. . . I. I, 3. F r. 33. 3 .1 .. r. 6 V 1.

,I. . i i' .[' u. W. 23l . FI. 1. .,. 40- U. 1'• . W. \ + 2(1. (1-. r.

ýCl 3. 11r- . r.-- to. VlIA, r .1,• , r. 11'. 'If". I . T.

",i. 30. If. I. 2l. f6. F. . . 3 ". 1 S. W , F. I.

W.1. 30. I. 31. 3. F. U. 3'. - 41 . " 1.3 i. 3N .o .

Ad fi'j. VA. r. M•. 6 0A. 1). . Ml3. 3o- hs. Mý3+ ;0. IS,., r.

31. 30. F. I V ;I. " ý.k -A r. M. 021.. 0 r.

Y. 6,3. W ,. 11. 40 (. Y . VW. "2,3. 05. L.
(I.051 4)

From this we adduce the rule that, age and sex must be taken into

account in addition to the volume foiund in a particular case for a

part of a living individual.

If, for example, we obtain a volurae of 408 or 410 cubic centi-

meters for the hand of a 30-year.-old [man], we do not take the

specific gravity of the hand of the 68-year-old [man], the volume

of which stands nearest to our figure in the table, but that of the

average of the specific gravities shown by the hands of the 30-

and 240-year-old men in the table,

The other parts of the body are dealt with in the same way as

the individual pieces of the extremities, using the lower and upper

pieces of the torso to displace water fIoro the hogshead and finally

i~mnersing the head to determine its vo-lie fiom the weight of water.

If we have determined the volumes and from them the weights of

all the individual parts, we have a means to check the correctness

of the observations and computations in the form of the balance, on

which the individuals are placed before the experiments begin and
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afe L t1he whole series has been comp let e-.

Since, as shown by the table (sub I), the distances of the

centers of gravity on the iadivl<al pa:its of the body, expressed

as fractions of the total helahh, show very small variations, and

the variations of the relative aaras of their distances from the

eir.d points of the members vary even less.the table is alone suf-

ficient for approximate dtt inat oL of their.L loci for any other

living male individual.

We can gain our 6bject wiJh e- ie accuracy by detouring

through calculation. It was i1,-.io t.e fiJrst report that

various observers, workig on diiff,. > radswews2 have come to the

same result as regards the aatto,.i. !oon f, wh'ch the center

of grCavity of an entire evt rea -p1 tr- tou"so, etco• must be

sought. Thus, it is the plane of th.e ecsus ryphoidens for th~e

torso, the plane of the elbov-join pivot a.is for the upper

extreminty, and the plane of the urper i.Wacji of the patella for

the lower extremity.

The formula X = (Mx + mixl X m1 /x)!(m0 + mi + ril) can always'

be used to check whether the positions asscur.ed for the centers of

grCt'y•V i.e., the x for the for-muiai have 'been correctly selected;

uhere this is not the case. tley e&:e coz ected in accordance with

,.r oLabiiity within the limits of if t l :: small differences,

teat occur here,

Fo±v the two large sectio,-_- o7 f G--he locu s can be sought

La accOrdance with the bases fornc ry t esrements for the

formu.-las used above and sin •I cheL ce by i.vestigating to deter,

mine; the anatomical posltio. al- A1-1 i ec ce-n-.ter of gravity of the

eutire torso is placed a,; a e5-it•

Finally, a final control e-xe-rrm . for al1 of the weight deter-
L 9 ..



rL:(at..,cns and the distribution of the centers of gravity in the indi-

vidual members can be made by balancing the entire human individual

in the supine position. on the tilting board, using Weber's method,

thereby determining the distance of thte over-all center of gravity

from the plane of the crown of the head. When this is done, we investi-

gate to determine where the same poi~t is placed as a result, either

by calculation with the mecha-ilical seetawl;, whnose weights have been

corrected in accordance with the cesults -- which is easily done by

removing their threaded caps,

If we have precision measU;,2)I•, J :;-Lt~rjm;s for the quantity of

water overflowed, e.g., precis!onw.(§,F c.6 liders with side-.mounted

graduated riser tubes, it will be seen that it is possible to weigh

the individual parts of the bod-, ail cheLc-he entire calculation

by Weber's experiment by detepirtnaticn of-' the volumes, and without

using a balance.

For example, we used this method in the case of a 24-year-old

man, the weight of whose hand we seio eQ7al to unity; the following

values were found for tne sections of the ex,)tr.emities:

Foot 2, C00
Shank 5 !0
Thigh i- 738

Forearm 2 2•' •7,-35
Upper arm 323883

On comparison with the aofes f the corresponding weights

for the two executed specimens, ti.s ýe iýes

the small differences of _-O .2L 61 Ior tLhe foot
0 32 for thrie shank

-0 2. r xte thigh
0128 8 foUr the forearm, and
.0o 'for the upper arm.

The average value of thase dilV ce• is smaller than that

found for all of these parts n e n eecuted persons.

In a later report, if i ha-ve to assemble sufficient data,

L_5_ _.....



I shell publish more detailed comparisons of the relative weights

shown by the members of living individuals having greatly differing

physiques; here, I content myself only with the proof that the method

indicated for making these comparisons possecsses sufficient accu-

racy.

The use of values found in this way for the static moments of

all the individual component masses to determine the position of

the over-all center of gravity and the r,,ight vector in a given

attitude of the body is simple after correction of the weights on

the seesaw, and can lead us to our object•v:e by either of two

routes: either by preliminary photography of the event or by pre-

l..iminary measurement.

Finally, the two methods require fur{t;eT brief discussion.

Thec more difficult the attitude to be in-estigated in this respect,

the more necessary does it become to take the so--called positive

photographs on glass plates instead of the negaeive photographs. With

good illumination, the former require only one secod, and can be

rendered more contrasty in an extremely convenient manner by subli-

mate solution, which is poured over them after fixing. For the sake

of the measurements to be made, it is well, so as. not to be deceived

by the thickness of the glass, to cover ,.. image surface with

tobber or transparent varnish and trace the .h rogvaphed lines in

qoas e.on, which correspond to the horizootaw! plane of the individual

centers of gravity (these have been drawn p.•;.vi.ou.oly as determined,

on. the living individuals with colored marks or dots), onto paper,

and then. to begin with the measurements.,

it is understood that the event [mtion.] is photographed from

the side on which, foreshortening is least pronounced and the plane

of displacement of the weight vector being ineaestated runs parallel
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to t; he I , e plane.

Rt is similarly necessary to select the appropriate camera-

to-subject distance and to place the optical axis of the instrument

halfway up the height of the entire body in the attitude involved.

A perpendicular is erected next to the figure and at right

angles to its base surface on the paper-:. on-.to Auhich at. least all

of the individual centers of gravity with their designations have

been transferred, and the distances of the cen.ters of gravity of

all the individual members are measuredi

The appropriate weights are set oi1. seesaw at the positions

given 'by the measurements, and the cciu.: ei: is adjusted so that

the instrument's indicator settles on--,

The distance between the center, oftn of the counte~rweight

a~nd the fulcrum in this case correcpo-,3 t L• the dista.ncce of thbe

body's weight vector in the ph~otograhed attitude from the perpen-

dicular erected next to the figueere, OSPI !%&7 also to the position

at which it strikes the supporting surface.

The other method, which involves fiinding, the reciprocal posi-

tions of the centers of gravity one at a time by direct measurement,

is more circuituous, but also more accurateh fais entails projection

onto the plane on which the figure is stan:±ni iin the attitude .n

udestion, It requires more time and is conseQently used only in

the less difficult attitudes,

For this purpose, I used one of a sevries of rods correspordii'g

to the individual parts of the body: thee nave roound sections z id

sta•nd 4-9' high. A i/2'-iong horizontal a can be shifted along each

of these rods, and secured at any height on Ic with a setscrew. TI.' s

.:,rm terminates in a wire 1 1/2 lines in diaetererF which is grooved

vert-cally at its most anterior point, P. silký thaead is attached
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to th, oAInt of the rod. This carries a small conical steel plummet.

iac &. odbears the name of the poart of the body for which it is used.

The model to be investigateed steps onto a horizontal platform

that is divided into squares one centimketer on a side and assumes

the required attitudea Lines awe dGv . .o on his body to represent the

horizontal planes of the centercs of rit:> As soon as the proper

attitude has been struck, the or er .s shift the horizontal arms

of th.o rods to the lines of tho cnoewo of graatyI following a plan

wor,-kecd out in advance in accordr. K' th. speacific circumstances.

so that the appropriate photcgrap s cf t haf thickness of each

individual part can be made d"tIout ditL, JoIi fmbling for the

particular purpose of the in estino, a for determination of

th: displacement of the c Cnte; ci pa.'ty fow: ed backward1 or Jo

thrz ight or left. Then the iod:1i noi:s off the dided surface1

taking care not to disturb eny of the -iods. and newt the threads

with the plummets are laid over th r ot.. >o on the wires carried by

the horizontal arms of the rods and toe points of their contact with

th: iadividual parts of the body proected t octo the divided surface,

,'e lcocus of the over-all center of iraoyity is determined from the

eoangs noted on this surface" usin. the first method.
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